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Michael Baxter 3. března 2023

DeSantis měl pokročilé znalosti o Mar-a-Lago Raid;
Text s AG Garland
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Floridský guvernér Ron DeSantis předem věděl o náletu FBI na sídlo

prezidenta Donalda J. Trumpa v Mar-a-Lago z 8. srpna, ale rozhodl

se ho nevarovat, že se na Palm Beach chystá sestoupit armáda

federálních šmejdů jako hejno kobylek. podle nové studie White Hat,

kterou generál Eric M. Smith v úterý sdělil své radě.
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Zpráva, jejímž autorem je US Army Cyber   Command a Marine Corps

Forces Cyberspace Command, tvrdí, že DeSantis bavil AG Merricka

Garlanda v sídle guvernéra v Tallahassee 25. července, dva týdny

před náletem. Uvádí, že společné kybernetické velitelství získalo

sledovací záběry Garlanda a dvou neidentifikovaných mužů

přijíždějících do DeSantisova domu ve 20:00 toho večera.

To samo o sobě, řekl náš zdroj, zaznělo na poplach; Generál Smith

neviděl žádný důvod, proč by si DeSantis, který režim ostře

kritizoval, z jakéhokoli důvodu sedl s Garlandem, který vyzbrojil

ministerstvo spravedlnosti, aby se zaměřilo na patrioty dodržující

zákony. Setkání se navíc jevilo jako tajné, protože ani ministerstvo

spravedlnosti, ani DeSantisův tábor se o shromáždění veřejně

nezmínily.

"Na schůzce není technicky nic zločinného." DeSantis může do svého

domu pozvat kohokoli, koho chce, ale zpětně to bylo velmi podezřelé,

když teď věděl, že se tajně setkali krátce před nezákonným

obsazením domu prezidenta Trumpa.

Ačkoli Trump ještě triumfálně neoznámil, že bude usilovat o

„oficiální“ návrat do Bílého domu v roce 2024, DeSantis možná lovil

špínu, aby dále zpochybnil Trumpovu bezúhonnou povahu, dodal náš

zdroj.

"Nevíme, jestli DeSantis chtěl prezidentství před pololetím." Ale

pokud by se očekávalo, že vyhraje, jako on, mohl udělat kroky

dopředu, možná doufal, že by nálet byl natolik škodlivý, že by mu

prezident Trump uhnul z cesty. Trump to oznámil až mnohem

později, ale DeSantis nepochybně viděl Trumpa jako neporazitelného

soupeře,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Další informace o zprávě potvrdily hypotézu generála Smithe, že

DeSantis konspiroval s Merrickem Garlandem, aby svrhl Trumpa.

Velení kyberprostoru má údajně textové zprávy, ve kterých Garland
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píše: „Přicházíme“ a DeSantis odpovídá: „Díky za upozornění,“ – s

časovým razítkem tři hodiny předtím, než roj FBI nezákonně a

bezprecedentně narušil domov prezidenta Spojených států. států.

Několik členů Rady bílého klobouku věří, že DeSantis je trojský kůň,

globalista maskující se za svobodu milujícího republikána, jehož

rétorika proti probuzení je pouze lest, jak oklamat voliče, a jehož

skutečnou ambicí, pokud sedí v Oválné pracovně, je prohloubit The

Swamp a obohatit zkorumpovanou federální vládu. Postoj v radě

však stále vidí DeSantis jako lepší možnost a označil texty za

„neškodné a neprůkazné“.

Stejně jako jeho předchůdce, generál David H. Berger, generál Smith

říká, že DeSantis se dopustil neodpustitelných zvěrstev tím, že dovolil

FEMA terorizovat Floriďany během loňského hurikánu Ian.

Na otázku, zda White Hats staví případ proti DeSantisovi, odpověděl:

„I kdybych to věděl, nemohl bych to říct. Ale je vůči němu ohromující

nevraživost. Většina ozbrojených sil stojí na straně prezidenta

Trumpa.

(Návštíveno 50 086 krát, 1 756 návštěv dnes)

 

Wat’ta rat fink dago….! I never trusted that pasta sucking, Florida

fried fish stick….Desantize….! He tries to pretend he’s a cool

republigoon, when he’s got wokeycrat written all over his forehead!

Wat’ta a one eyed jack he turned out to be……….booooooooo….

When $500 Trillion of Rothschild money is on the line, the Deep

State will try ANYTHING to Stop Trump.

He has company three times with the same fraternity as the rest of

the swamp. I thought he was gone and an actor was playing him.

Listen to his voice…. It knocks at your door.
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Mm. What tangled webs we weave – first when we lie, and again

when we entertain both sides – yes? I had thought that maybe

DeSantis had an agenda of some sort – now I’m convinced he plays

both courts…

Where’s Judge Bruce Reinhart in all of this. Reinhart once

represented Jeffery Epstein and he was the Judge who signed the

order on the Mar-a-Lago raid. How much is he in the tank for?

I typed these words a few days ago letting others know that deSantis

is a BLACK HAT.

He showed his true colors when he stood there having many pictures

of himself being taken, was NOT looking where he should have been.

FEMA is a bad word in my book. Equivalent for Our Government will

take care of you. Do you think he was paying attention to FEMA

group that was stealing money, weapons from those who had already

lost everything? The people were suffering and did not need those

POS!

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 5 hours ago by Delavic

Hey I did my part. I emailed Governor DeSantis and said the

Synagogue of Satan, since 1913, has control of our paper money , you

can’t give them a bigger slice of the pie. It is not within your power.

 
Read or listen to the Talmud, written by the Pharisees that murdered

Jesus our Christ. Better wake up fellow “Goyim” these “Jews” are

serious about eliminating us. Funny “Jew” is mentioned for the first

http://www.payathome7.com/
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time in second Kings 16:6 I strongly suggest everyone read the Holy

Bible. I am confident that the “Jew” is not from Israel, but they hide

out there. I guess Shills are a dime a dozen?

It looks convenient DeSantis took a strong stand against mandates

for arm stabs at a convenient time. Then maybe hoping the feds

would find something more at Mar A Lago. Other countries have the

arm stab issue and upset with their leaders over it.

Whoever is writing MSM teleprompter scripts is out there at large? It

seems like nearly everybody except Camp Pendleton and some

unknowns they work with is scared of deep state.

Reesereport.com has an article they sent the deadliest stabs to

certain red states. Which entity is deciding that or mfg arm stabs?

There’s people that need to be taken to GITMO that aren’t clear on

identity ever being discovered, and appear to be the NWO beings

above the WHO. They are underground with their spaceships, or off

in castles somewhere, etc…And like;y the beings that live 1000+

years. They tell the doctor’s, surgeon generals, and all medical people

and news, what to do.

So make the arm stab a choice? It should not be out there with a

choice offer according to what the military already knows for some

time.

Which world countries leaders have been big enough to tell their

people or the world to ignore all arm stabs or even the cv19 arm stab

or any of those recent or “virus” arm stabs. Is it bad science or a

choice?

How many doctors and hospital owners are being arrested? They

knew and did nothing but participate in the murder for hire hoax.

Some of these most evil hospitals were identified by Stew Peters and

they are still in business. They were using Remdesivir and other

drugs to shut down people’s organs and it was clearly murder while

they pretend it’s a virus but, it’s a well known protocol they triage the
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population in war time and the chemtrails is part of it and the 4-5G

frequencies is part of it. Burning food factories and chickens and

Palestine, Ohio train wreck chemical spill is part of it.

What article are you commenting on? This article is about still more

evidence that dingbat DeSotis is a black hat. Someone should save

his children by doing away with both their parents who continue to

stab our dear President Trump in the back!

But sadly many Satanic Worshipping Psychopath Pedophiles will

immediately show up at every neighborhood CPS location to pay big

bucks to torture, rape, drain all of their blood, eat them & make even

more loot selling their body parts for profit.

So~~ i got blocked like a troll? I’m not a troll! I am MAGA! I think

you blocked the wrong Tracy. It was she not me. Too cavalier with

the block button. I didn’t do anything wrong at all here. I made good,

constructive, positive remarks, with a tiny bit of pith here & there.

Your mistake, not mine, sorry. I was someone you should have

considered for your keeping here, because my input is useful to our

common cause. Please reconsider your position, as it is unfounded to

block me. It was a case of mistaken identity. A different Tracy WAS a

troll. A Tracy that wasn’t me.

You are a TR0LL for simply claiming to be an ID0T MAGTARD!

Trump is owned by the Talmudics!!!!!!

DeSantis is Skull & Bones like the whole Bush family and John Kerry.

He is not to be trusted!

Wasn’t it just this week that Jeb Bush announced his support of

DeSantis. Trump said months prior to raid that DeSantis was DS.

After the “raid” on Trump’s home in Florida, I noticed DeSantis was

strangely quiet (and has been since then). That alone tipped me off

serious red flags about Ron. Knowing what we know now, DeSantis

will NOT be President of the USA.
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Desantis is a member of skull and bones, that should be all anyone

needs to know. They are all traitors and should be executed for

treason.

Ron is way too cozy with RINOs like Pence and Ryan. That alone is

enough for me to say that Ron is not getting my vote.

Prescott Bush stole Geronimo’s skull from a reservation back in the

1920s. The cultists at Yale keep it in their crypt. I think the Apaches

tried for a while to get it back, but it’s still there for people like W and

RDS to masturbate in front of during coffin-rituals. If all these people

do get executed, I don’t think the world will lose much of note…

Why are none of my many posts, well thought out & with much

effort, never in your posts? Have i been removed? This has been the

case for months, as i look back, so not part of your recent troll

clearing. Likely this post will make it. That sort of heavy-handed

editing is questionable, Michael. Please explain. Are my posts

revealing too much? Are you controlling the narrative?

This one does not look good for Ron at all. On real raw. Obvious

without DJT he would have lost the election for governor to Andrew

Gilliam. An obvious Obama plant.Total sleazebag, All of that proven

out.Ron became golden. much of what he did for Florida was a good

thing,really good for our state. Many still claimed he is an imposter.

cracks hit the facade,as a FloridiaM I can say Ft.Meyers, the little

town that bore The whole attack of that massive hurricane..I was

with the relief drivers to go in to provide supplies,3 weeks we still

could not go in.You could not get in.FEMA came in not to help,they

came to loot ,rob,murder,and pillage the wealthy people.A special,,

forces unit of marines had to come in, they shot and killed those

bastards on site. The more interesting part of,to me is the the regular

folks there,got into their john boats,heavily armed with , their own

problems, defended the property and belongings of the wealthy. it

was well made known,If you loot here you will die. Class act good

sir.Ron turned a blind eye to it,said nothing.In Ft.Meyters at that
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time you were not going to be arrested,you were going to be killed

and tossed into the flood waters and fuck you.I wanted to inject that

story,it is totally true,cool good town I say, Ron is not looking good

now. He openly betrayed DJT.and has been caught red handed.a pig

in a poke we say down south.r

Everything you posted is true..Marines had to come in and kill the

marauding FEMA terrorists..

 
DeSantis sealed his political fate and showed the world who/what he

really is.

I think Ron been given plenty of rope and its starting to get taught

around his neck he will be hanging soon from it.

This guy has done some good things in Florida that would appeal to a

conservative base, but otherwise, and especially with respect to his

presidential aspirations, he gives me the creeps. His lauding FEMA

was a big signal that I got right here.

Why are none of my many posts, well thought out & with much

effort, never in your posts? Have i been removed? This has been the

case for months, as i look back, so not part of your recent troll

clearing. Likely this post will make it. That sort of heavy-handed

editing is questionable, Michael. Please explain. Are my posts

revealing too much?

Your posts contain hyperlinks, which automatically get tossed in a

review folder. If I allow hyperlinks, they will just flood the comment

section.I do approve some as I see them after I’ve checked the link.

Sometimes, yes, they get auto purged before I have a chance to do

that. It isn’t personal at all.

Michael, I have posted quite a few posts with no hyperlinks that are

being deleted. I’ve posted about this to you before but you’ve never

responded to me while I notice you respond to others having the

same difficulty. What would be the reason for deleting my posts that

have no hyperlinks in them?
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Sean, since you are a “cleared” poster, I really don’t know. I’m

responding here to a post that shows in the comment section, which

means either I or my helper approved you in the past. Thus, your

comments should show. I’ll keep an eye out to see if any marked with

your name turn up in the pending or spam folder.

Some of my posts are awaiting approval as well, but contain no

hyperlinks. Sorry to bother you, but thought you should know. All my

other posts appear.

I thought you might find this helpful

Graphene Oxide in the pfizer and Moderna jabs and 5g kill grids is

what is killing nearly all the vaccinated.

Nac and glutathione are most important

This is the most comprehensive and recent one out there.

Please share this on your website and with the white hats

Sharing is saving lives.

Our boys in uniform need this above all else.

copypasta from 8kun…

 
Are the White hats actually Gray hats?

 
The gray hats might say that if they were to start arresting people

now, then people wouldn’t have learned their lesson and hence the

new society might not last. While I do agree that it is important that

the new society will last, I also think that there has been so much

suffering already that Earthlings have already learned their lesson.

Perhaps this argument was valid three years ago, but it is not valid

now. If public mass arrests and public disclosure happen now, then

the new love-based society will be stable.

 
Furthermore, I do not understand how the gray hats expect people to

wake up and become empowered, when there is still so much

censorship going on. If gray hats want people to become empowered,

then I want to invite gray hats to remove censorship. Some steps
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have been taken towards this goal, but not nearly enough from the

galactic federation’s perspective.

 
If Source and benevolent galactics were to be completely hands-off

with Earth and just let things play out, then there is a significant risk

that the current gray hats would eventually become a new group of

hidden controllers, who think they are guiding Earthlings from

behind the scenes for their own benefit. If that happened, this group

would almost certainly become corrupt over time.

 
The only way to prevent that is to empower the people. This means:

help them meet their needs, keeping in mind that freedom and

unrestricted access to true information are some of those needs.

 
On behalf of the galactic federation, I am hereby formally putting the

gray hats on notice that we are watching them too. Should you stray

too far into the territory that you are going to guide and direct

Earthlings from behind the scenes for their own supposed benefit,

then you might one day find yourself in front of a galactic court.

Humanity deserves freedom, including freedom from you.

 
To be clear, we are not saying that you have already strayed too far in

that direction. You have not. But we see that as a possible future

scenario and we wish to warn you against that.

 
On a more practical level, many of you have sworn oaths that you will

either defend the constitution or the people. We would ask you to go

and fulfill those oaths, which means: arrest the dark controllers and

publicly release proof of their crimes. From our point of view, many

of you are not currently fulfilling your oath. And we reject the

argument that this is the only way. You also have the options of:

public mass arrests, public disclosure of what has been going on and

publicly releasing technologies that would help Earthlings meet their

needs. We would gladly provide our support for any of these options.

 
To us, the amount of suffering on Earth is heartbreaking and

unacceptable. And it’s not just adults who are suffering. Innocent

children are suffering too, sometimes in truly awful ways.

 
If you continue just letting people suffer, including children, then at

some point you gray hats also risk that average civilians will start
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thinking of you as oathbreakers and as not much better than the dark

controllers. Earth will be free one day, I can absolutely guarantee

that, and at that point in time civilians will look back at how you

conducted yourself during these times. Right now I think you can

mostly defend your actions, but if you keep letting this situation drag

on, then at some point I think you will no longer be able to defend

your actions when finally the majority of civilians realize what is

going on.

 
So, gray hats: I would like to invite you to take more direct actions to

help your brother and sister Earthlings. I would like to invite you to

begin the process of public disclosure, in a way that average civilians

can’t ignore. And I would like to invite you to remember your oath.

imo there are no white hats, only grey hats at best.

Trust the plan: Trust that the hordes of illegals are just an idea.

Fuck the white hats.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Julie

These people have a much poorer hold on things than they say.

Yes there should of been more public disclosure but the plandemic,

poor action and the deep state forces behind it.

 
For them it was do or die

Screwed us.

 
Especially operations in Usa and china against the deep state that

were about to launch.

They’ve also been drugging the water far more since 2018 and then

in the planemic

It caused people to comply to the degree they did and likely

comprimised many in the leadership descision making

Even a sip of this stuff could mess you up.
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This is why people are such sheeple during the plandemic

Or about 95% of it.

I posted a detox up above.

Ps these guys have really started to get in control of stuff these past

few months

We control most tunnels Dumbs and moon bases etc

Difficult to keep white things clean. They’re better…hats. That’s

enough for me at the moment. Anyone who goes against the ruling

satanists deserve our support, even if they aren’t angels.

Wow your say that about the US military and not the rogue ones

shame on you for instance lots of Marines are white hats under Gen.

Smith so be careful what you say negatively towards the white hats

for one I am proud of each and everyone of them thank God there on

the good side.

Last edited 4 hours ago by strike17

Grey hats would be cetain aliens on our side

 
These guys military tech is outstripped by our own most of the time

 
Fighter jets can take down ufos we’ve used alien tech to get clones

microchips

 
Dna stuff and even advanced fighters

 
We’ve weaponized their tech.

Start first with the FACT, US Special Forces or US Navy Seals that

were already protecting the Mar-a-Lago Compound , that the FBI

was about to raid the Compound, and requested instructions from

DJT, upon which DJT told the US Military unit to allow the FBI

access. Now we have word via US Military Cyber Commands of the

meeting between Gov. DeSantis and AG Garland with Gov. DeSantis

two weeks prior to the raid at Mar-a-Lago. SO all this being revealed.

If AG Garland did give Gov.DeSantis information about a possible up
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coming raid at Mar-a-Lago, depending on and if this was revealed,

could this be a set -up of Gov.DeSantis, for if DeSantis revealed this

information to Trump , a tip -off of an FBI raid , could De Santis be

CRIMINALLY CHARGED for tipping off this information to a

suspect ( being Trump ) of a criminal investigation? YOU ALL NEED

TO THINK ABOUT THIS. And you folks need to know DJT is DEEP

STATE, go do some research, things , information has come to light,

look very early into the TRUMP CAMPAIGN, GO HAVE A LOOK,

THE VERY SAME MSM ENTITIES that have assailed Trump are the

very same entities that have been helping TRUMP all along. And

Trump Jr. and Gen. Flynn are Deep STATE TOO. BUT go see for

yourselves, and note: the FBI and the USDOJ have never has any

intention of INDICTING TRUMP, if they did they would have done

so a LONG TIME AGO. ALL of this BULLSHIT is a RUSE , as

TRUMP and Q have said ALL ALONG, ENJOY THE SHOW ,

BECAUSE THAT IS JUST WHAT THIS IS A SHOW, and supporters

of DJT have been DECEIVED, EVERY STEP OF THE WAY, THEY

ARE ALL PART AND PARCEL TO THE ZIONIST SATANIST JEWS

and their NWO. WAKE -UP PEOPLE, WAKE -UP! WHITE HATS ,

YOU TOO, and their are DECEIVERS AMONGST YOU, Gen SMITH

YOU SHOULD KNOW, YOU HAVE SENSED THIS DECEIT ALL

ALONG!

Gotta admit… President Trump and all involved, did wake up a

helluva lot of People.

The best Gov. in USA is S Dakota Kristi Noem. She was the first and

ONLY Gov to stand up to the awful covid restrictions in the

beginning. Cpac meeting Feb 27th 2021. Her speech, and quote,”We

did not force non-essential businesses to close their doors, because

who are we to tell a business they’re non-essential?” She went on to

point out how S Dakota was the only state not to locked down. No

mask mandates…She got a standing ovation that night at CPac.
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The very next day the Gov. of Texas opened up the state and removed

all mandates. THEN, THEN, Desantis did the same in Flordia. His

“anti-woke,” stance is really Noem’s. He Always follows her steps and

takes all the credit. He a fake, a fraud. None of his policies are his

own.

Well, Well, Well, I wonder how those few Generals at GITMO, who

were determined to oust Trump and replace him with DeSantis feel

now. Gen Berger, at the time, silenced these opponents of Trump.

 
I wonder if they were just ignorant Generals, or in fact were/are

batting for the other side, and are actually black hats in disguise🤔

Vax detox listed above

 
The most comprehensive one out there

 
Please read and spread it everywhere you can. EVERYWHERE

Sharing is saving lives

Btw as the activated the 5g kill grids and everyone started getting

sick far far more or dying

Especially after Trumps speech and after the midterms people got

blackpilled.

Yes a lot if patriots still like Desantis

Only a few have done the digging which shows without a doubt

 
Who he is:

 
Soros and mccain endorsement is waking people up

I believe we are seeing a double of some sort working for the White

Hats. and the real De santis has been “handled” at Gitmo.

Well not to jump into conclusions but I’m pretty sure he knew about

it but so did Trump but I also would keep an eye on him

He’s a deep state rat. In Texas we’ve known that for a long time.

Shame on him for coordinating with the a corrupt justice department

and the fbi
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Russian Collusionists’ of Lafayette 2020 #Warsaw Uprising

Insurrection is #GWU Made in New French Revolution to finally “get

rid of #Trump” for #Pope and #NATO.

Text between Desantis and Garland three hours before Mar-a-lago

raid and an ounce of Common Sense make it clear Desantis knew of

it and is DECEITFUL!

Test messages 3 hours before Mar-a-lago raid between Desantis and

Garland added to an ounce of Common Sense makes clear Desantis

is Deceitful!

Okay, but SB 2006 was still signed into law by Mr. DeSantis on 3

May 2021. It will be enforced, should there be any sort of ‘public

health emergency’ in the state of Florida. Because now it’s the law in

Florida, and it is a very, very, very bad law. It will cause a great deal

of suffering and probably death if it is enforced. It should be vacated,

or repealed. People really, REALLY need to read the bill. It’s posted

on the Florida state government website.

The word is ‘ruse’ not ‘rouse’. Ruse is subterfuge. The word ‘rouse’

means to ‘stir about’ or to wake up, or to awaken.

By the way, Mr. DeSantis is not an exception or anomaly among

otherwise loyal, patriotic ‘republicans’. Mr. DeSantis is keeping a

bargain. Too many people do not realize what is going on. Too many

people think that this IS what’s going on. It doesn’t even occur to

them to think about what purpose any of it serves. Or who’s purpose

it serves. Or what the objective(s) might be. Mr. Trump said “…sit

back and enjoy the movie” or something similar. He was/is correct.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Kim

Have to say, it’s sure been disappointing to discover who some of

these traitors-among-us are. Regardless, it’s the exposure that is

critical. Feelings nor opinions matter squat when it comes to war at

this level. White hat leadership has not only had to develop
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strategy/ops on a massive level, they have also had to continuosly

reassess, regroup & forge ahead. The fact that they have not given up

is encouragement enough for the rest of us~ or should me, imho. We

are in this together, even when it feels far removed or unbelievable.

Which means we are either part of the problem or part of the

solution~ even as far as dragging down the general atmosphere of

what’s being fought for on our behalf. This is what I try to remember

when it gets to those points of frustration, anger, or impatience. To

be honest, I tend to fail miserably… & often. I will still try, & realizing

my weakness, ask for God’s help. Often.

 
#Ephesians5:11

just looking at the picture of ron on this site,my discernment from

the father says….. bad guy

Phil G.’s video clip coms: Wearing a shamrock hat & a 17 T-shirt.

March 17th is St. Patrick’s Day. 17th letter, 17th President.

First there were the Venona Cables released in the nineties revealing

the traitors among us at the very highest levels of penetration they’d

been allowed to reach via FDR’s reversal in policy from four previous

POTUS’s in normalizing relations with the then revolutionized Soviet

Union.Now we’ve got the Obamunist/Biden regime cables to people

like DeSantis and probably others like McCarthy,as SOTH(et

al.)while we just read about these things remaining powerlessly

enslaved because the levers of power were willingly handed over to

them.

Don’t forget the stunt he pulled at GITMO and allowing those

Haitians into the Port of Miami with there kids as well.

SOB Two Faced F . . . ing TRAITOR.

President Trump will be reinstated before the end of 2023 and will

win re-election in 2024.

Traitor Treasonist de santis will lose re-election.
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“Other information on the report cemented Gen. Smith’s hypothesis

that DeSantis was conspiring with Merrick Garland to topple Trump.

Cyberspace Command reportedly has text messages in which

Garland writes, “We’re coming,” and DeSantis responds, “Thanks for

the heads up,”—timestamped three hours before the FBI swarm

illegally and unprecedently violated the home of a President of the

United States.”

Take this traitor down, JAG!

Excellent report, Michael, please continue the updates.

“The majority of the armed forces stand with President Trump.”

According to General Eric M Smith, Assistant Commandant Marine

Corps, in charge of white hat military

Majority W0zz. Is that a difficult word for you?

 
“The majority of the armed forces stand with President Trump.”

 
I think a proven-in-battle combat ready 4-star Marine General would

know his troops and their loyalty to our nation, our Constitution, our

flag, our people, unlike you James W0zz.

https ://www.marines .mil/CM/Biographies/Bio-

Display/Article/2478637/gen-eric-m-smith/

Emphasis on “The majority”. 

 
-Even after Obiden left some Americans in Afghanistan in 2021 along

with $85mil of our equipment for his taliban buddies to use against

us.

 
-Even though we have the most open border in the world right now

thanks again to…you guessed it – Obiden!

 
-Even though ‘the byedan’ has YET to visit and assist Americans in

Ohio after the train derailment. (The real president did though)

 
I could do this all day, but you get the point. So for the ‘minority’

revisit your oaths please.
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That’s BILLIONS with a “B” of USA military capabilities the criminal

Obamunist/Biden regime left with the afterward immediately

declared association/partnership between the Taliban and the

Marxist Chinese not the 85 million you put down.

First of all, Michael – there are punctuation errors and grammar

errors herein that deserve your attention, so the article reads better.

This information does not bode well for DeSantis as an increasing

number of details emerge revealing his true colors as a RINO and a

traitor. Ambition and association with scoundrels like Garland do

not paint a favorable picture of him when he would throw Trump

under the bus with his support of an illegal and unprecedented raid. I

have no respect for DeSantis, especially when he allowed the rogue

FEMA agents to rob, steal, and injure Florida residents after the

hurricane.

Keep reporting real news that truly matters!

The idea that DeSantis was angling for an edge against Trump is

laughable. If anything, he was colluding with Trump to lure Garland

and the FBI into acting stupidly. And the raid backfired, exactly as

planned.

I don’t trust Desantis….he is just a little TOO polished, says all the

right things but his roots are firmly established in DS shit. I will keep

an open mind but for now..I am unconvinced about him. Why did he

kick Trump supporters out of his book signing gig? That speaks

volumes to me. Just saying…

Check out the boards and meetings he and his wife belong to and

attend. Not a pretty picture.

LeeLee,

It’s DeSatan and his BlackRock wife who are joke at this point.

Money behind him is 100% DS Club members. He and his wife are

treasonous, and you know what happens to people who committed
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Treason.

Add-on:

Anyone who has worked for BlackRock plus two other DS companies

like DeSatan’s wife has to be up to her eyeball in Evil. BlackRock is

the company behind the train derailments lately.

ok, I retract my support of dS pending further research. Maybe dS =

DS. Wray is another one, smooth talker but up to his eyeballs in dirt.

Někteří navrhli, že Wray je „rostlina“~ pro kterou stranu by to byla

otázka. Pravděpodobně je jich mnoho, na obou stranách, stejně jako

někteří, kteří si myslí, že je chytré hrát obě. To není. Ve skutečnosti

zlo není vůbec moc chytré~ jen vytrvalé.

 

 


